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Pure Insanity: Now Anyone with Any Disease in
Alberta Can be Counted as a “COVID” Case
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***

 

In order to keep the “case” count high and the plandemic moving right along, government
officials in Alberta, Canada, are now counting all illnesses as “covid” in order to justify all the
tyranny.

In an announcement, Alberta Chief Health Officer Deena Hinshaw explained that people who
test “negative” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), as well as people who never get
tested at all but who show respiratory symptoms of any kind, will be automatically added to
the official case count that the government relays to the media.

“So, we do have that framework where schools, if they see that there are an increased
number of children who are ill  because of respiratory illness, or teachers or staff, they
can work with Alberta Health Services,” Hinshaw revealed.

“And  in  some  ways,  that  is  adding  an  additional  layer  of  protection  because  if
individuals choose to not get tested for covid but are home with an illness, they’re now
counted in the list as being part of that ‘outbreak.’”

Words like “outbreak” really get the people going, even if they are completely fictitious, so
this approach is likely to keep the Branch Covidians scared as can be and ready to get their
next Biden Booster shot the moment it becomes available.

“So, it’s less dependent on needing a test to be a part of identifying where there is an
issue,” Hinshaw added, indicating that the government is making everything up on the
fly to push an agenda.

“We  are,  as  I  mentioned,  working  with  education  to  determine  if  there  are  any
adjustments that need to be made to this framework. But there are no other settings
right now aside from continuing care and acute care at  locations where there’s a
significant risk of transmission and severe outcomes.”
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Alberta Chief Health Officer Deena Hinshaw: Going forward, we’re counting all
s i c k  p e o p l e  w h o  d e c l i n e  C o v i d  t e s t s  a s  C o v i d - p o s i t i v e
pic.twitter.com/mDZqT030Gh

— Tom Elliott (@tomselliott) September 27, 2021

Covidism is the real virus

As it turns out, most new “cases” of the Chinese Virus are fictitious, even outside of Canada.
Here in the United States, every reported “surge” or “outbreak” is completely made up to
scare people into compliance.

At least half of all new cases are either asymptomatic or erroneous, a recent study found.
The same is true about hospitalizations, which are largely being manufactured to create the
illusion that sickness is spreading like wildfire.

The disease that threatens us all is the religion of Covidism, and Hinshaw is one of its high
priestesses. Watch below as she runs through a ridiculous masking and hand sanitizing
ritual before speaking to the press:

“If there should be an outbreak in those settings, we are ensuring that follow-up takes
place to mitigate and to manage outbreaks,” Hinshaw added in a statement.

“However,  in  schools,  again  we  are  taking  the  approach  that  an  illness  that  fits  that
definition  of  respiratory  illness  is  treated  the  same  way  whether  it’s  someone  who  is
diagnosed with covid or not.”

Meanwhile,  India  is  seeing  the  fewest  real-life  cases  of  illness  because  of  its  use  of
ivermectin as opposed to “vaccines.” Conversely, Israel is seeing a massive spike in disease
thanks to the country now being about 80 percent vaccinated with more “booster” shots
soon on the way.

“No one in their right mind believes you clowns anymore,” wrote one commenter at
Citizen Free Press about Hinshaw and her fellow Branch Covidians.

“It has nothing to do with a virus and has never had anything to do with the virus,”
wrote another. “This is all orchestrated to take our rights away and push us towards a
socialist ‘utopia’ that most of us do not want.”
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